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Donâ€™t let â€˜white blindnessâ€™ drive you into debt! Make your wedding everything you want it to

be on the budget you determine. Are you planning a wedding, but worried about how much money

you'll have to spend? In today's tough economic times, planning a budget wedding is more

important than ever. This fun, money-saving guide is packed with tips for planning the wedding of

your dreams without breaking your bank account! Inside you'll find tons of tips and advice for

planning a budget-friendly celebration while still remaining true to your personality, values, and

tastes. You'll see how to make and keep your wedding budget; select the most economical time to

get married; scope out wedding locations that fit the bill; and incorporate everything from

economical to green ideas that emphasize style and elegance. Plus, you get tips and pointers for

negotiating with vendors and avoiding hidden expenses and add-ons.  Hands-on information for

planning a stylish wedding while sticking to your budget How to get deals on gowns, tuxes, cakes,

invitations, photography, food, and more Use your creativity (and friends and family) to save money

on decorations, food, favors, and wedding attire Cut corners where no one will notice  Set your own

priorities for your big day   Make your celebration unique   You don't have to settle for less on your

wedding day. Author, Meg Schneider is an award-winning journalist who planned her own wedding

for less than $5,000Â Â Budget Weddings For Dummies is the only guide you need to save yourself

money, time, and stress while you plan a beautiful, memorable ceremony!
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I saw this book before I got enagaged and knew it had some great points after previewing it. Once I

got enagaged it was the first wedding planning purchase I made. This book offers real solutions and

advice to all aspects of the wedding. It gives great insight on how to have a great and beautiful

wedding and not break the bank at the same time. It includes lots of resources (websites especially)

to refer to if you are interested. Also, it does a great job of covering minor and major aspects to the

wedding. I enjoyed the section they had on flowers (explaining which ones are least expensive,

breking them down by season etc.).

I am a little more than halfway through this book and none of the information has been game

changing or all that suprising and helpful. Here's the most common hint that they constantly return

to and further explain: off season/day weddings save money in almost all areas. Now save the extra

$10 this book costs and put it toward your budget wedding like I wish I had.

I wish I had this book three months ago when I first began planning my wedding. Although some of

my plans are set in stone, this book has given me some fantastic ideas to complete my

planning...without spending a fortune!This is a must read for anyone getting ready to plan their

dream wedding!

...I would invest in hard copy of this Dummies book, as there are timeline checklists but my old eyes

cannot read them on my Kindle. Further, obviously one cannot actually utilize the checklists.That

being said, I just realized that it is NOT the fault of the writer, so changed from 3 stars to 4.I will

probably order this, or some other wedding planning type of book, in hard copy.As for a book

review, it was a great guideline for those of us who cannot - or do not want to - hire a wedding

planner. It includes suggestions for favors, invitations, timelines (as mentioned before), reminders

for what will be needed to obtain licenses. In short, the myriad things one needs to have, or at least

take into consideration, when planning a wedding.

Highly recommended book for anyone getting ready to plan a wedding - a must read for those



looking for budget weddings or even moderate pricing. Great ideas and tips!

I read through this book hoping to get some ideas for an inexpensive wedding. However, the theme

of the book is "get everyone to chip in and pay for their own". Really? Hmmm......The most

interesting part of the book deals with the history behind the wedding traditions such as the veil, the

cake, the groomsmen, etc. THAT was interesting but as far as the rest of the book....I felt I wasted

my money.The other reviews are outstanding so I would say that it just didn't serve the needs of

what I'm looking for. Yes, I can get others to do the work but I could have thought of that on my own

without spending $$.

this book was okay. i got the kindle version. translation into kindle was fine.the problem i had with it,

was that i felt i got a lot of the same info (for free) from the webnot much new here for mewas really

hoping this would save me a lot of money, but probably didn't

This book was rated in acceptable condition and it was acceptable. I bought the book to use to get

ideas about planning a wedding. The book provided useful information, arrived in time, at an

affordable price. Thanks!
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